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What are word senses?
Single sense view: core representation + variations

Separate sense view: a list of senses

→ lexeme — a word in one of its lexical meanings 
(Moscow Semantic School)



Аудитория in two dictionaries
1. a large room in some institution: 

поточная аудитория, учебная 
аудитория

2. people in this room: молодежная 
аудитория, завоевать аудиторию

3. a large group of people for which 
some information is prepared: 
читательская аудитория, 
расширение аудитории

4. A great number of consumers with 
some particular characteristics: 
целевая аудитория

1. a large room in some institution: 
читать спецкурс в аудитории

2. people in this room: ответить на 
вопросы аудитории

/ a group of readers or spectators: 
завоевать симпатии широкой 
читательской аудитории



WSI method
Input: raw text without annotations.

Output:

● Discovers senses and describes them.
● Groups contexts into senses.



Practical applications of WSI
● Part of NLP pipeline
● A tool for lexicographers

Works for:

● new words, new senses
● domain-specific senses
● resource-constrained languages



WSI evaluation
Qualitative: compare WSI sense descriptions with 
dictionaries and intuition.

Quantitative: compare WSI method clustering with “gold 
standard” clustering for contexts.



Quantitative WSI evaluation
How similar are two clusterings?

vs.



V-measure
Harmonic mean of homogeneity and completeness.

Homogeneity: one cluster has contexts of only one sense.
Completeness: all contexts of one sense lie in one cluster.

V-measure favors large number of clusters.



Adjusted Rand Index (ARI)
Rand Index:

a = # pairs that are in one cluster both in X and in Y
b = # pairs that are in different cluster both in X and in Y

Adjusted Rand Index is adjusted for randomness:
ARI of a random clustering is 0.



Evaluated WSI methods
● LDA
● Word2Vec neighbours
● Context clustering
● AdaGram



Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
Topic modelling: discovering topics in documents.

Topic ⇒ word sense.

Document ⇒ word context.

Topic modelling doesn’t work great with short documents.



Word2Vec neighbours
Approach: take top 100 most similar words, cluster with 
k-means, merge close clusters.

Assume:

● word vector will capture properties of all senses
● each sense has several monosemous neighbours



Context clustering
Vector representation of context that captures its meaning:
PMI-weighted average of Word2Vec word vectors.

Cluster vectors of a large number of contexts of one word:
spherical k-means, merge close clusters.



Context representation
Bag of words, large window: ± 10 words.

Some words are more important (depending on the 
target).

Word2Vec captures word usage from the whole corpus.



Context representation



AdaGram (Bartunov et al. 2015)
Non-parametric extension of Word2Vec skip-gram.

A vector for each sense of a word.

Different words have different number of senses.

Like in Word2Vec, sense vectors are built for all words in 
the corpus at once.



AdaGram (Bartunov et al. 2015)
Word2Vec skip-gram:

AdaGram — a vector per sense (only for central word):



AdaGram vs. Context clustering
Very similar context representation.

AdaGram:

● more principled induction method
● more computationally efficient.

Context clustering:

● easier to implement and tweak.



Quantitative evaluation: setup
8 polysemous nouns, 10 polysemous verbs.

100 - 500 annotated contexts from RuTenTen11 and RNC.

Senses from the Active Dictionary of Russian.

Measure V-measure and ARI.



Quantitative evaluation: results

Nouns Verbs average

LDA 0.12 0.02 0.07

Context clustering 0.34 0.14 0.24

AdaGram 0.25 0.13 0.18

Adjusted Rand Index for the word sense induction task



Qualitative evaluation: setup
15 nouns:

● 7 polysemous with 3 to 9 AD senses
● 8 monosemous, 5 have new/slang senses (e.g. баян)

Divide induced senses into groups:

● quality senses (good)
● duplicates (bad)
● hard to interpret: unclear or mixed (very bad)



Qualitative evaluation: results
Quality 
senses

Duplicate 
senses

Hard to 
interpret

Word2vec neighbours 2.4 1.1 0.5

Context clustering 2.8 1.0 0.9

LDA 1.8 2.1 1.3

AdaGram 3.6 3.7 2.5

Average number of quality, duplicate and unclear senses.



adagram.ll-cl.org
Libraries: training with AdaGram.jl, inference with python-adagram

http://adagram.ll-cl.org
http://adagram.ll-cl.org
https://github.com/sbos/AdaGram.jl/
https://github.com/lopuhin/python-adagram


Qualitative evaluation for AdaGram



AdaGram vs. Russian Dictionaries
Apresjan, 

2014
Kuznetsov, 

2014
Evgenyeva, 

1981-1984
Shvedova, 

2007
Average

adjectives 0.44 0.72 0.68 0.66 0.62

nouns 0.50 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.69

verbs 0.35 0.61 0.68 0.71 0.61

Average 0.43 0.68 0.70 0.71 0.64

Average number of senses discovered by AdaGram (recall).



Different “senses” in AdaGram



Homonyms



Metaphorical senses



Metonymic senses



Novel senses
горячий                      винт                    вышка          
выкладывать                 



Less “senses” than in dictionaries



Limitations
AdaGram does not distinguish senses which differ in 
argument structure (usually with causative component):

Парикмахер бреет клиента / Я брею голову у одного и 
того же мастера

Я погасил костер водой / Дождь погасил костер



Usages? Senses?









adagram.ll-cl.org
Libraries: training with AdaGram.jl, inference with python-adagram

http://adagram.ll-cl.org
http://adagram.ll-cl.org
https://github.com/sbos/AdaGram.jl/
https://github.com/lopuhin/python-adagram

